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    With the rapid development of science and technology, the realization of the 
statistics and the analysis of all kinds of information becomes more and more 
important with the Internet technology. An important place to prison as the country 
held prisoners, implementation has an important effect on the stability of real-time 
management of prisoners affection on society. In the past the traditional way of using 
queuing diagnostic main intuitive judgment of early warning, the impact of the 
subjective is larger, and with the increasing of the amount of information, the manual 
processing error prone, gradually can not meet the requirements of the information era, 
using the prison situation analysis management information system can real-time 
statistical analysis of criminal situation data in prison the real-time dynamic, master 
the prison situation, plays an important role in the long-term safety and stability of the 
prisons. 
This dissertation is based on the .NET architecture, using C# language, ASP.NET 
technology, ADO.NET technology, and SQL Server2005 database, the design and 
implementation of prison situation analysis management information system. The 
system covers the basic statistical data management, configuration management, 
channels of information management, analysis management, account management, 
generating system management module, the system will analyze information statistics 
collected by determining the distribution, classification of key criminals, and the 
system also set up security investigation and registration, daily investigation make risk, 
the hidden danger of the equipment and the system problems, using prisoners situation 
analysis management information system to replace the manual statistical way to 
improve the efficiency of the prison situation analysis. 
The waterfall model system using in software engineering for the design of the 
main line, describes in detail the prison situation analysis of the management 
information system, business process of each function module and the demand 
function module demand, system software architecture design, network deployment 
structure design, functional design and database structure design, etc.. And the 
realization of the process management, each function module interface layout, and the 















functional and performance testing. 
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科学家 Walter T.Kennevan 就提出了管理信息系统的概念[6]，到 1985 年，明尼苏


























亚洲第二大的监狱，在押的罪犯超过 1.3 万人。在 1994 年，Tihar 监狱就开始使
用监狱罪犯数据管理系统，当时虽然只能对罪犯的基本数据进行统计与简单的查
询管理，但这已经给印度的监狱部门带来了非常大的便利[9]。到 2004 年，Tihar
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